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This report summarizes the progress under NASA Grant NSG 1213 
from July 1, 1975 to November 30, 1977. Section I provides a pre-
sentation of the problem under consideration. In Section II, we 
consider the effects of system parameter variations on the over-all 
system stability. Section III contains results from the application 
of numerical minimization to reduce system coupling. In Section V, 
some future research directions are outlined. 
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I. Problem description 
Consider a given linear tiae-invarient systea described by the 
following eqtlations: 
x(t) - Ax(t) + au (t) + LWg(t) (1a) 
y.(t) 
- Cx(t) + "s(t) (lb) 
yc(t) 
- Dx(t) (1e) 
where x(t) is the state vector, u(t) is the input vector, -"g(t) is 
• 
the gust disturbance, y.(t) is the measurable output. Ye(t) is the 
output vector to be controlled. - The gust Wg(i) is assumed to 
satisfy the following equation: 
Wg(t) - FIwg(t) + F2~(t). 
~ and ws are white noises. 
In the above system, we assume that the matrices A. B, L, FI 
and F2 may vary under different operating conditions. Let AO and 
BO denote the nominal values of A and B at SOlllC chosen operating 
condition. 
Since the full state vector x(t) 1s not "hrectly a,!cessible, 
the following full-order state observer is useu to estimate x(t): 
~(t) - (AO-GC)x(t) + BOu(t) + GLCx(t)+ws(t)] (2) 
where G matrix is chosen to assign a set of d~sirod poles for (AO-GC) 
in order to guarantee x(t) ... x(t) as t"':D. 
The above estimated state x(t) is used in the follc,wing feedback 
control law: 
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where vet) is the external comaand input. Bf using decoupling 
theory, one can find appropriate matrices F and K such that the 
transfer function froUl v to yc is diagonal. 
The complete system is described by the 'oll~wing .~quations: 
i(t) - ix(t) + B [~1 (3a) 
yc(t) - CX(t) (3b) 
where 
fA BK F~ - -l~ A Ao-GC+BoK 0 (4a) 
[~ 0 F:] -B =~F G 0 (4b) 
C -[ D 0 o ) (4c) 
-x 
-[!J (4d) 
The following diagram shows the complete structure of the whole 
system: 
Wg 
Plant I Ws 
) ut'1c:--. -Ax ~-fu~~;J ( 
1 
Ym - Cx + Ws Cx 
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The aircraft model studied is based on th~ report by Miller, 
Deal and Champine [tJ. The system input consists of thrott Ie deflection, 
horizontal-tnil deflection and flap deflection. The system state 
consists of pitch angle, pitch rate, angle of attack nnd forward 
speed. The system outputs to be controlled arc fUght path angle, 
pitch angle and forward speed. The measurable outputs .\l·e pitch rate 
and forward speed. For different values of augle of attack, the 
system parameters A and B vary. We choose ex "= 100 as the trim flight 
condi tion and its parameters as the nominal A af&d B. From the 
,) 0 
decoupling theory, the decoupled system transfer function has the 
following form: 
'V rs Xl 0 0 r Vy 1 - all 
= 
l 
0 \2 0 I 1e f 
S2 -a21 s-a22 I f 
.. \3 I f u 0 0 l Vu.J 
.J s-a 31 
where \1 , \2 ' \3 ' all' a21 ' 0'22 ' 0'31 call be arbitrarily assigned 
by choOSing appropriate feedback and feediorward matricvs F and K. 
The external disturbance ex on the angle 0 f tl ttack IX is due to g 
the vertical wind of gust w , g 
a - _wf!, g u 
u is the forward velocity and Wg is assumed to have Dryden power 
·l 
.. ' -I 
I -4-
spectrum density of the form: 
1(0) - a :? W -
" 
1 + 3 (.(.WO)2 
(I + (twO) ~)T 
.(.W is the scale of turbulence, a
w 
is the variance of th~ gust 
velocity. 
filter 
lienee a can be modeled as the outPli t of a second-order g 
T(s) _ (] j iw 
w TT 
I + 13 .tws 
(1 + twS)2 
driven by white noise ~. The sensor noises iii the measurement of 
pitch rate and forward speed are assumed to to white noises w
s1 and 
ws2 respectively. 
The complete system has the following config~ration: 
~ i" 
.• ~ t) 
.~ iL 
... ...... 
.. _ .. 
.. -........ _-_._-
.. 
'V " ,112 h13 h14 h15 h16 
- h22 h23 1124 h25 il26 
.. 
u h32 h33 h34 h35 h36 
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II. Parameter variations and systems stability 
The design of observer and feedback control law is based on the nominal 
svstem parameters A and B corresponding to 10 degrees of·angle of attack • ., 0 0 
We have assumed that the angle of attack varies between 5 degrees and 15 
degrees. Different sets of poles have been assigned to the observer and the 
system based on the nominal system parameters Ao and Bo' It turns out 
that the overall system poles are very sensitive to system parameter variations. 
In Figure 1 and Figure 2, the overall system root locus are plotted as the angle 
of attack varies from 5 degrees to 15 degrees. For the case in which the nominal 
system poles are -8, -5, -5, and -10. the system remains stable in the whole 
range of variations of a. However, if one assigns -8. -9 ± 7j and -10 as the 
nominal system poles. the overall system becomes unstable as a approaches 5 
degrees. In the former case, the time history of the system response are shown 
in Figure 3-6. It can be seen that system parameter variations have caused 
significant coupling among system inputs and outputs. Hence the stralghtforward 
application of observer theory and decoupling theory to flight control system 
may not always be practical. 
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III. Reduction of coupling by using numerical minimizatjon al~orithm 
In this section, we apply Box Complex Al~orithm [2] to the 
adjustment of feedback and feed forward control la .. ., (F, K) in order 
to reduce the coupling of the system undet· panlmE!ter variations. 
Two different cases were tried; each with a different fUJ1ction to 
be minimized and different explicit and impliGiL constraints. 
Case 1 
The function to be minimized is 
3 10 2 .. ; \ , 
- i..... (' =5° , 10° 15° , 
L J h . (jw) I Z:J , 
w=O 
which is the sum of the magni tude squarl~d of tl:e off-dirqtonal 
elements of the over all system transfer function when alpha is 
There are three constraints imposed when searching for optimal 
(F, K), 
1) All elements of F and K, (totalling 21 in our ct~e), can 
differ from the initial value of F and K (computed by 
Gilbert's decoupling program) by 110 more than :t 15.0. This 
provides an explicit feasible region Jor the search of F and 
K. 
2) The determinat of F must be greater than (:ertaill value. 








3) The new pair (F,K) must produce a stahle over-all system. 
This requirement is b'1Ulranteed hy usi ng Routh criterion. 
The results arc stlnlmnri~ed as follows: 
nefore optitnh:nt ion FOD - 13.52. 
After optimization FOD - 0.94. 
Let 3 10 I 2 \ ~- 0:- f h .. 
L I L. i cz:(,JW) FDG - '-~=5° ,10°,15° t-1 w .. O 
be a measure of the magni tude of the diagonal olc:nents () f the over-







In the following table, we give details 011 the mag.litudes of 
diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the ove~-all system transfer 
function when ~ - 5°, 10° and 15°. 
ALPHA Diagonal Off-Diagonal I , 
I (degrees) Elements Element~ , 
-
. 
5 21.54 9.07 r ! Before --. H;-8 Opt. 10 18.86 5.5 X 
15 17.01 4.45 
-
5 10.59 0.787 
Arter •. __ . 
Opt. 10 11.76 0.0213 
-
15 11. 54 0.130 
-
,:r' ______________________________ _ 
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Although there seems to be a substantial improvement in the ~, 
reduction of coupling after optimization procedures, however, time r 
histories of the optimized system show that Utero is not a Hi f.,tni,f i-
cant difference. In fact, some steady state values of the optimized 
system actually increased as shown below: 
ar 









The steady state values of the transfer iunction,i.e., lim H(s), 
~' ~c 
e shown below: Before A(~ Opt. Opt. 
-,--100. 2.7 6.7 100. 3.9 4.1 
Ii-50 19. 100. S.S 24.2 100. (i, 3 
I 1.64 2.1 100. 1.2 23.1 1 00. i 
l 100. 0.007 0 100. tt.72 O. i 
l 
~-10o ;0.001 100. 0 5.4 100. j ~ 2.9 
:0.007 0.001 100. 3.34 21.96 1 Oll. 
-. 
-i 100. 9.7 7.9 100. 3.S 
· 
. i Co'. 1 
: 
~-15° l 3.7 • 100. 2.7 0.04 100. 
· 
4.1 
I 2.6 2.8 lOO. 5.9 1 I 24.(; , 00. 
, 
--
Each column has been normalized so that lhe dingonal elements 
are 100. This result suggeats that minimization of the steady state 
,,------------------~~---------------------------------------------
15 
.&:- :. g. 
vJLlQ_:of the'eoupl1ng~ight improve the syslem performance • 
. ,
This has been carried·out as follows: 
Case 2 




FSOD - L 
I 
L-
.J. _5° 10° 15° t:,j-l , , 
I h , (0»)2 1..J 
~"'.j 
which 1s the sum of the square of the steady-state value of the off-
diagonal elements of transfer function, for alpha equals 5°,10° and 
The following constraints are imposeci fOl' the optimization 
algorithm: 
1) All elements of F and K ean di tfer fl'OIO the ini tial 
values of F and K (computed by Gilbert's decoupling 
program for the nominal system, i .. e, 'Nhen 0( &I 10~) by no 
more than,: 3.0. 
2) The diagonal elements of H(O), 1. e, hll (0), h22 (O) and 
1133 (0) are constrained to be greater than certain positive 
values. 
3) Every pair (F,K) should result in a stable system. 






• ,:. _5° f 10° ,'15° 
-
-
7.85 X 10-2 




FSDG - 8.95 
FsnG - 7.69 
The following table shows the steady sta tf.! valu es of the transfer 
function matrix before nnd after optimization, (normn]i~ed hy 
columns with diagonal elements being 100) 
Before Optimization After Optimj~alion 
100. 2.1 6.1 100. 1.14 9.9 
I 
0( _50 19. 100. 8.8 14.8 100. 4.4 
1.64 2.1 100. 3.5 0.69 100. 
100. 0.001 0 100. 2.8 3.1 
1-100 0.001 100. 0 6.1 100. 3.9 
0.001 0.001 lOa 5.6 2.3 100. 
--
100. 9.1 1.5 I 100. 2.0 4.3 
J.-15° 3.7 100. 3.1 I 9.4 100. 0.5 , 
2.6 2.8 100. 8.02 5.0 100. f 
I 
Time histories for the decoupled system with optimized (F,Kl 
are given in the next four pages. It can be s(;ell that there is an 
improvement in the steady-state coupling ior the (2,1) element, 
which has been reduced from 19 to 14.8f01· the', .. 50 casco l"or o1:her 
elements such as the (3,1) element in the ol- 15:> case, the steady 
state value has been increased alX)ut three tilll~S. 
Based on these resul ts, it seems that the de<.:ouplllit' matrices 
(F, K) has to he f'i ne1y adjusted for the paraille tel' variations in 
(A,B,C). Although we are able to find (F,K) tf:rough optimization 
- 17 -
procedure so thnt some couplings are reduced, however, it S43E:mS to 
be very difficult to achieve significa.nt redu(:i.ions for all couplings. 
TherefOre, ~n alternative appro:t(:h will be ndc/lJtcd. Details are 
given in Section IV. 
I __ . - 18 - J_~ __ I 
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IV. Future research directions 
The following derivation is based mainly on [3~ (see Chapter 
10), 
Let the system plant transfer function bu denoted hy P(s), 
which has III inputs and m outputs. Let E(8) anJ G(s) both bE: square 
rational matrices which are the compensators to b~ desi~ned. 
L j1(}t:~~~r 
j..-.. . ..... T--·· ._- .• / 
Due to system parameter variations, the plant transfer function 
may become pi (s). Let L .A PG and L' A piG. The over-all transfer 
function T - (I + L)-l LE. It is easy to see that 
E - L-l (I + L) T. (5) 
Let T' denote the over-all transfer tuncli:>11 when the plant 
changes to p', ~.e., 
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_ E- l (L,-l _ L- l ). 
Let 6T A T' - T, then Crom the above equation and (5), 
{ -I }-l -1 ,-1 AT - T L (I + L)T (L - L )'fl 
Suppose AT is relatively small, ~oeo, T ~ T', then the above 
equation can be further reduced to the following, 
(6) 
This equation is very useful in the case that the nominal 
plant transfer function Pis diagonal. It is natural to assume L 
is also diagonal, then G A P-1L is also diagonal. Sincv both P and 
P' are known, the matrix" A (I - pp/-l)T is also known. ConSider 







Suppose that the variations of T(a) are loequired to satisfy 
...... 
- 24 -
14tij (.11') I s ki.1 (w), wbere kij (w) are soae g! vt:n bounds on the 
elements of Ati.1 Ow), then 
I Wij(.1W) I 1 + Ii <.11') !C kij (w) , 
or 
(7) 
The above equation shows that in order to keep the variations 
of T(s) within certain bounds, (i.e., kij(Wj)" then the loop 
transmission L ~ diag (11, 12) has to be above certain value. 
Our next task is to find 0 ~ diag (g!, g2) such that L - PO 
satisfies the above requirement. Furthermore, all zeros of (1 + Ii) 
aust be stable, i.e., the over-all system must be stablo. This 
will be done on a cut and try basis on. Bode plot. Finally, E(s) 
is choosen to realize T(s) as close as possibl~. 
In su ... ry, the given systeM (A, a, C) wl1l first I~ d6coupled 
by using Gilberts' decoupling program, tho decoupled system trans-
fer function is called P. Then we design componsators E and G to 
reduce the effect d,~ .• to paraaeter variations ot (A, B). 
New results on robust servomechanisas (4] should be very useful 
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Submitted to IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control 
An Example in Decentralized Control Systems 
by 
Shih-Ho Wang 
Abstract - This note provides an example of a system Vllhich cannot be stabilized 
by decentralized state feedback, even though the over-all system and each local 
subsystem are completely controllable. 
In [ 1], Aoki and Li have made some interesting studies on the controllability 
and stabilizability of decentralized dynamic systems. They have suggested thp. 
follOwing re suIt: 
Consider a linear dynamic system described by 
. 
xl = All xl + A IZ X z +Bll u l 
. 
Xz = All xl + AZl xl + B ZZ Uz • (-
,All A 12- -B 11 0 ., 
Assume that the pairs (All' B 11" (AZZ' BZZ) and IA A 0 B I! t Z 1 Z21):" Z2. / 
are completely controllable, then one can find a set of decentralized (local) state 
feedback u. = C. X., (i = 1, Z) such that the resulting system matrix 
1 1 1 
A 1Z 1 
I 
I 
AZZ + BZ2 CzJ 
is stable, (see Proposition 7 of [ 1] ). 
This work has been supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
Langley Research Center, under Grant No.: NSO 1Z13. The author is with the 
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Maryland. College Park, Md. 
Z074Z. 
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! In the following example, we consider a system with three local control 
stations and the pairs (A, B), (A .. , B. J, (i = 1.2,3) are all controllable. Yet 
11 11 
the system cannot be stabilized by local state feedback. 
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where u. is the control input at station i, (i = 1,2,3). The set of decentralized 
1 
local stat.e feedback is of the form 
u. = [k. l , k. 2] 111 
I 
I x' 2 I 1 l. _: 
(i=I,2,3). 
Applying the above set of feedback, the over-all system matrix is as 
fvllows: 
I 0 1 : " ,; \1 
I It) 
kll k 12 ' ", ~ I -._. I 
- ----r-----j-----
1010 I 0 I 
I 
o o : k21 k22 I 0 o 
----r----+----
,00 01:01 
'00 00 'k k L 31 32 
It can be easUy seen that the first, second, third and fifth rowl of the 
above matrix arc linearly dependent for arbitrary k .. ' s. In other words. the lJ 
above Iystem has a fixed mode [Z] at the origin. Hence the closed-loop system 
cannot be asympt:>tically stable. 
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summarY-· 
In this study we outline a design approach -for developing 
control systems in the presence of large parameter variations. 
The decoupling problem is of practical interest in flight 
control problems, especially in the landing mode where it is 
da~~ble mindependently control certain output variables, e.g. 
flight path angle, foward speed, etc. A common source of 
parameter variations in flight control problems is the result 
of linearization about a number of different operating points. 
It is assumed in this study that parameter variations may be 
represented by a discrete finite set of possible values, cor-
responding to different flight conditions and that the complete 
system state is not available. 
The theory of dccoup1ing with no parameter variations is 
well developed. See, for example, references [1] and [2]. 
Some work has been done by Fabian and '-lonham, [3], on decoupling 
*This research has been supported by NASA Langley Research 
Center under grant NSG 1213 at The University of Colorado. 
1 
with small parameter variations. However, very little work 
has been done on decoupling with large parameter variations. 
Inre~erence (4J, Dorato, Wang, and Asher develop conditions 
fo~ perfect decoupling with a discrete finite parameter set. 
However, in most practical cases the conditions for perfect 
decoupling are not satisfied. Thus in general, with parameter 
variations it is necessary to minimize some measure of inter-
action in any decoupling design. 
A classical approach to the problem posed here is to 
use large loop gain aroung the plant to reduce the matrix 
transfer function to a good approximation of the unit matrix 
and then precede the feedback system with a known diagonal pre-
compensator. An outline of this approach may be found in 
chapter ten of reference [5]. This approach has considerable 
merit, however, it is a trial and error approach which in 
addition requires a large number of graphical displays. 
The design approach suggested here involves the following 
steps. 
1. A full order observer, [6), is designed, based on a set of 
nominal parameter values, to generate a state estimated, x. 
... 
2. A feedback control law of the form u = Fv + Xx is selectcrt 
with design parameters consisting of all or selected 
entries of F and K. 
3. An interaction function is minimized with respect to F 
and K, subject to constraints on the diagonal elements of 
the closed-loop transfer function. The minimization problem 
is then solved via a nonlinear programming algorithim. 
The interaction function is selected to be of the form 
FOD • 1: t f. 




Whete u denotes the parameter set, w the frequency variable, 
.... and h1jthe i~j entry of the closed-loop transfer function. 
The abov~ procedure involves a considerable amount of 
computation for any practical problem. nowever, all the steps 
are based on well documented algorithim which have been 
computerized. Some preliminary computational results indicate 
that the interaction measure can be reduced compared to a 
design based entirely on nominal values. 
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I. INTaOOUCTION 
The deliln problem il to determine a fixed state feedback control law 
of the form 




y(/)- Cr~( I) 
(2) 
for all admissible syslem I'aramelers (AI' BJ' C}. The index j ranges over 
a finile sel of Integers J. and represenls a discrete uncerlalnly sel for the 
sntem matrices ,,f . 8 . and C. This Iype of uncerlalnly appears nalurally 
i~ systems .... hlch are linearized about a finite number of operaling 
polO'S. such as night control systems and process control systems. In 
addillon. this discrele model may be used as an approximation 10 
problems wilh continuous parameler uncerlainlies. The lileralure on 
decoupl ing of systems wllh no uncerlainly is ralher extensive. See. for 
eumple (II. (21. (61. (8(. and (91. The literature on decoupling with 
parameter uncertainties is much more limiled. In (31 the problem of 
decoupling In Ihe presence of conlinuous parameler uncertainties is 
conSidered from Ihe geometric poinl of view. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions are presenled for Ihe eluSlence of a fiud siale feedback law 
which preserves inpul,oulpUI properlle~ of a syslem. including decou-
phng and slabililY. for sulficlenll), srnall parameter variallons. The 
presenl s!\!dy ~!iffers frum (31 In Ihe following respecls. 
I) The uncerlamty set IS discrele ralher Ihan conlinuous. 
2) No restriclions are placed on Ihe size of Ihe parameler vanalions. 
3) The diagonal elemenls of Ihe decoupled syslem Iransfer malnx are 
nOI reqUired 10 remam inyarianl or slable with respecl 10 parameler 
\'anallons. 
4) The output mamx C also may be vanable. 
In (31 Ihe munance wllh respeci 10 para meIer varia lions of Ihe 
mpul-oulpUI properlles 's referred 10 as dala msensllivily . The relnalion 
of Ihe condillons of dall senSltlvil), and stability for Ihe diagonal 
elemenls ,n Ihe closed-loop syslem permit Ihe mclusion of a Wider class 
of problems. Problems of in variance and siabilily of Ihe diagonal ele-
ments can be trealed. if necessary. by single·loop lechniques such as in 
(41. However. even with relued conditions on diagonal elemenlS many 
pracllcal syslems cannot be perfeClly decoupled. as Illustrated in Eum-
pie 2 10 Sec lion III . 
In Secllan II condilions are given for perfeci decoupllng. These 
cond,lIons le .. {\ :!;;eClly 10 Ih. requlled control malllces F and G. 
II . DECOL'PlI~O Dl SIGN 
A~ shown by Gilbert (II. any conlrul mall'les F ami g which decouple 
Ihe sys tem (2), for f, .w.ed ' . must be of the forn \ 
11ft " III ' •• , 
F- - D - 'A·. ~ ~ (a., -" .• )).,·- ~ ~ p •• K., (3) 
.. 
G- ~ ".G. (4) 
.·1 
where D . "' • . r ... l . P., "., . J.,. K.,. and G. are paramtters hud by 
I AI' BI • C,Io We refer 10 Ihese parameters as Ihe ullberl decoupllnl 
paramelers. The plrameters " •. tt., . and p •• are free plrlmeters whICh 
may take on arblllary real vllues. To SIren Ihe dependence of the 
control mltnces Ind Gilbert decoupllng parameters on (A" B" C/ ) we 
denote F 1$ F(j). J •• IS JI4,(j). etc. As fUriher showl! In (II. the free 
parameters a •• determIRe the poles of Ihe closed· loop dlalonal elements 
Ind ).., determIne the I"n facton for the dilional elemenll. A detailed 
prolrlm for the numencal compulillon of the Gilbert decouphnl 
parameltrs II dtlcnbed IR (21. We cln now stlte the condition Ind 
deslln procedure for decouphnl. lIven any tndu set J- (j,J2" " J.) . 
The IYltem (2) can be decoupled for all j belon .. nl to J If Ind only if 
there UIIII I let of free parameters )..,U). 1114,(})' and p,.() for every}. 
sucb thlt 
FUI)- i{h)- .. · - F(j .. ) 
G(jl)-G(j2)- · .. -G(l.) . 
(5) 
(6) 
If I luillble wI of free parameters uists. the rrquired control matrices 
are liven by the common vllue of Find of G in (5) Ind (6). If the same 
free plrllmeten can be used in each F(j) and G(j) to sallsfy (S) and (6). 
then the Iyuem is data insensitive in addition to decoupled. Finally If the 
free parameters cln be selected so that the poles of the dllgonal 
elements III hive negative real parts, the decoupled system I.:so Will be 
input-output stable. 
It should be noted that (5) and (6) represent I s),stem of linear 
equalions IR the vanables ".U). a.,U). and P,AU). 
III . EXAIIIPlES 
Examp/t I : ConSider the syslem 
where 
A _( I 
I I 
B-(~ 
"-A,x+BII. y-Cx. J-{1.2.3) 
=n Al-(~ =D-
:). C-(~ -:). 
A _( I ) I 
The control mamces for Ihis eumple are 
1 
F(I)-( - : n·all(I)(~ - ~)+al l(l)(g 
G(I)-",(I){~ ~)+"1(J)(~ ~) 
rFm _( I l)~a (2)(1 - 1)+ (2)(0 I - I I II 0 0 all 0 
1 G(2)-",(2)(~ ~)+"1(2)(~ ~) 




The follOWing va lues of frrr paramelers sa llsly ( 5 ) and (61. 
al!( I)- -I. all(2)- -I. a ll (3)-O 
all(l)- -I. 111,(2)-0. al,U) - - 1 
>',(1)-",(2)-" , (3)-1. "l( 1)-"/(21-"2(3)-1. 
The reluilln, control mamees are 
F-(_~ n- G-(~ n 
In this problem the diagonal demenll Ire gIven by 
/-1.2. 
NOle that thl.: c1osed·loop paltl of the dilional clements \llry With the 
plrameter vanillons. The cond'llon for data Iniensillvity requtred In (31 
il not met by IhlS ulmple. However. It cln be perfectly decoupled for 
l-1.2,) · 
Examp/. 1: The numencal values In thts uample are obtained from 
the lincalized lonlltudlnal dynamici of a STOL Ilrcraft (7). The uncer· 
tainty corrclpond, to two poulble operallnl condillons, one correlpond, 
inl to an anile of attack equal to S' and the other 10 an an&le of Ittack 
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0.12196 0 0 0) 
•• 22(10) -0.4100s 0 0 0 
0.16J9l 0 0 0 
(
0 0 0 9.SSII) 
•• '1(0) 0 0 0 0 . 
o 000 
Note thlt the free parameters Ire missin, from the 1)4 and 1)4 entria of 
the F(S) and F(IO) mltrica: hence no choice 01 free parameters can 
satisfy F(5)- F(lO). Thus, this system cannot be perfectly decoupled for 
aU admissible parameter varillions. The only reasonable dec:ouplin, 
daian criterion in this case is to minimize some measure of interaction 
II in IS). 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
Conditions are presented for perfect decouplinl of linear systems with 
discrele parameter uncertaintia. The conditions involve a tat for the 
eWlence of a solution to a system of linear equations. An actual solution 
of the linear equations yields the fixed decouplinl control law. While 
there uilu systems which can be perfectly decoupled in the presence of 
parameter variations, e., ., Example I, many practical systems cannot be 
perfectly decoupled, e., ., Eumple 2. However, it is of some interat 10 
know when perfect decouplin, is possible. 
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An Algorithm for Obtaining the mnimal Realization of fJ l.inear 
Time-Invariant System and Determining if a System is 
Stabilizahle-Oetectahle 
by 
* * t E.J. Davison , '\'. Gesing , 5.11. Wang 
ABSTRACT 
A defi~ition of centralized fixed modes of a system, which is an adoption 
of the definition of fixed modes for a decentralized $}'stem [1], is made. It 
is shown that the centralized fixed modes of a system can be easi Iy and effi-
cientIy Lalculated in terms of the eigenvalues of the system, and that the 
calculation of such fixed modes enables one to determine, in a numerically 
efficient may, whether a system is ~ontrollable, observable, stabili:able, 
detectable. An efficient algorithm for reducing a system to minimal realization 
form is then given. The algorithms have been effectively used on systems of 
order up to 100. 
1. INTRODUCTIO~ 
Although the concepts of controllability, stabilizabilitr, observabilit y , 
detectability, etc. are well known for linear time-invariant systems, the 
actual determination IYhether a given system has one of the above properties 
is non trivial especially ~hen the order n of the system is high (e.g. n»lO); 
this is because (i) most methods usually require the calculation of the rank 
of a certain matrix (which gets larger as the order of the system increases), 
and this always involves a decision, more or less arbitrary , as to what value 
to choose for zero (i.e. zero; 10-8 or ; 10- 20). (ii) often the rank of a 
. . 
large number (n) of matrices of order n must be found or the rank of a single 
matrix, (of order n), but ill-conditioned, must be found. 
For example, it is well knolYn that the pair 
controllable if: 
* 
Rnxn nxm (A, Il) ( x R is 
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n-l 
rank (B. AB.: ..• A B) = n (1) 
In this case. however. the determination whether (1) is true will be extremely 
difficult for large n (e.g. n»lO) due to the ill-conditioning of the l ' OIl-
trollahili ty matrix (B. A: ••...• An-lB) (i. e. the columns of the cont rollabil i ty 
matrix tend to become linearly dependent for large n). Alternately. it is 
well known that the pair (A. B) is controllable if: 
rank (A-A.I. B) = n. 
1 
i = 1.2 ••..• n (2) 
where A . • i = 1.2 •...• n are the eigenvalues o· A [2]. In this case. ho~ever, 
1 
the rank of 3 nx(n+m) matrix must be determined n times. and this is non 
trivial to do for large n. It will be sho\\1l that the above problems can be 
eliminated by calculating a set of p o;calars for the system (0 ~ p s n) 
(called the centralized fixed modes of the system), which only requires the 
-, 
determination of the eigenvalues of t,~o nxn matrices for the system . 
. Similarly, although the concept of the minimal reaJi: ;t tion of a linear. 
time-invariant system is weU-kno\\1l, the actual determination of a minimal 
realization for a linear system is non-trivial, especially when the order 
n of the s)' stcm is high (e.g. n »10). This is because most existing algor-
ithms, e.g. [3]- [8], involve a branching process, \·:hieh depends on \ .. hether 
a certain number is zero, and subjective decisions must be made as to \\'hat 
value to choose for zero. Different reali zations may then be obtained 
depending on what value to choose for zero (i.e. zero ~ 10-8 or i 10- 16). 
It will be shown that the above problem can be eliminated if the centralized 
fixed modes of the system are known. 
2. 
The follo"' in!; definition is required in the development to folIo,\,; it 
is adopted from Kun g and Davison [I), ~ho defined fixed modes of a decentr~li:ed 
system. 
(lefini tion 
rxn nxn nxm 
Consider the triple (C.A.B) £ R x R x R ; then the set of 




where o(A+B~C) denotes the list of cicenvnlues ·of (~+BKC). 
3 
Remark I 
The set of centrali:ed modes of ~ given triple (C,A,BJ can he calculated 
as follows. Let k(i. j) denote the (i, j)th clement of K. SitKe K 
contains the null matrix. then A(C,A,S) c 0(/\) = {AI, ••• ,A }. For each 
- n 
A. ( alA), det (A.I - A - BKC) 
1 1 
is a polynomial in k(i, j), i = 1,2, ...• m 
j E 1,2, ..• ,r , and if det (Ail - A BKC) is identically zero, then clearly 
A. ( A(C,A.B) . On the other hand, if .det (A.l - A BKC) is not identically 
1 . 1 
zero. then there exists l' ( Rmxr h " so t at det (A.I - A - 8KC) ~ 0 
1 
and 
hence Ai f A(C,A,8) • This procedure determines the fixed modes of A(C,A,8). 
The following lemma is obtained b)' using identic~l arguments as used in 
the proof of theorems 1-3 of [9]. 
Lemma I 
' . 
Given (C,A,B) £ RTXn x Rnxn x Rnxm. then the class of matrices K € Rmxr. 
which does not result in the centr~li:ed fixed modes of (C,A.B) being equal to 
those eigen~'t]ues of A+BKC which are common \.ith the eigem'alues of A, is either 
empty or lie~ on a hypersurface (9] in the parameter space of K. 
The above lemma forms the basis of the follo\>, ing algorithm to deter-
mine the centralized fixed modes of (C,A,B). 
Algorithm I: to Determine the Central i.:cd Fixed ~Iodes of (C,A, B) 
1. Find the eigenvalues of A 
2. 
mxr Select an arbitrary matrix K E R (by using a pseudo-random number 
generator, say) so that II A II; 1\ BKC II 
• 
3. Find thc eigcnvalues of A+BKC . 
4. Then. the centralized fixed modes of (C,A.B) arc contained in those 
eigenvalues of A+BKC which are common with the eigenvalues of A (if 
there are any). ~Iorcover for "almost any" K chosen, the centrali:ed 
fixed modes will be identically equal to those ei~envalues of A+BKC 
which are common \-lith the eigenvalues of A, i.e. the class of matrices 
K ,,;hich does not rc!'ult in the fixed mcues being identically equal to 
the (i~cnvaluc5 of A. which are common \\'ith the eigenvalues of A+BKC 
is either empty or I ie5 on a hypersurface (9] in the parameter space of 
K . 
S. Repeat steps 2 to 4 using a diffrrent K if there is any doubt which 







The proof of statement 4 in the above algorithm follO\\$ dirC'ctl), from 
lemma I. 
Remark 2 
The only possible source of difficulty which may occur in the above 
algorithm is in making a decision as to what eigenvalues of A are common 
with the eigenvalues of A+BKC F.Jr example, it may occur that an eigen-
value of A only differs from an eigenvalue of A+BKC in the 7th significant 
figure. Such cases can normally be decided upon by utilizing the physical 
properties of the plant associat('d with the mathematical model (C,A,S). 
For exam~le, if the plant data is only accurate to 3 significant fisurcs, 
then in the above case, it can safely be assumed that the eigenvalue in 
question is a fixed mode. 
3. APPLICATION OF CE~TRALIZED FIXED t-tODES 
An application of the above algorithm can immediately be made to deter-
mine certain properties of (C,A,B) and to find the minimal realization of 
(C,A,B) . The follo\iing results follow directly from the definition of 
centralized fixed modes: 
To Determine if (A, B) is Controllable 
(A, B) 
fixed modes. 
is controllable if and only if 
To Determine if ' (A, B) is Stabilizable 
(I , A, B) 
n 
has no centralized 
(A, B) is stabilizable if and only if (I , A, B) has no centralized 
n 
fixed modes which lie in the closed right half part of the complex plane. 
To Determine if (C, A) is Ohservable 
(C, A) 
fixed modes. 
is ohservable if and only if 
To Determine jf (C, A) is Oetectable 
(C, A, I ) 
n 
• 
has no centralized 
(C, A) is detectahle if and only if (C, A, J) has no centralized 
n 
fixed mod ,~!'; which lie in the closed right half part of the complC'x plane. 
To Determine if (C, A, B) is Controllahle-Oh~crvabte 
(e, A, 0) is controllable and observable if and only if (C, A, B) has 
5 
no centrali:::eJ fixed moJl's. 
To Determine if (C, fl., R) il' Stahilizahle-Ilctcctahlc 
(C. A, B) is stahilizable and detectahle if and only if (C, A, B) hal' 
no centrali:ed fixed modes \\'hich lie in the closed ri~ht half part of the 
complex plane. 
Remark 3 
The centralized fixed modes of (I , A, 8) , (C, A, I) correspond to 
n n 
the input-decoupling zeros, output-decoupling zeros of (C, A, B) respectively, 
defined by Roscnbrock [2]. 
To Determine the Minimal Realization of (C, A, 8) 
The follol\'ing algorithm is obtained: 
Algorithm II 
1. Determine the centralized fixed modes of (e, A, 8); let these modes be 
denoted by {A l ,A 2, ... ,Ap} ,os p S n. For non-trivality. assume 
p < n 
2. Apply a arbitrary output gain matrix K to the system (by using a 
pseudo-random number generator, say so that II A II; II BKC II ). so that 





the controllable-observable modes of (e, A, 8) • A = A+BKC are all 
distinct and disjoint from the fixed modes of (e, A. 8) . This will 
be true for "almost all" gains K from [9]. 
Determine the eigenvalues of A 
{~1.A2 •. :·,A • A I,A 2,···.A} 
. p p+ p+ n 
Determine the eigenvectors of A 
Let these eigenvalues be denoted by 
for the eigenvalues A .• i = p+l.p+~ •...• n 
1 
Let these eigenvectors be denoted by x., i =·p+l,p+2, ...• n respectively. 1 
.... 
Determine the eigenvectors of AI for the eigenvalues A .• i = p+l.p+2 •... ,n 1 
Let these eigenvectors be denoted by y., i :: p+l.p+2 •... ,n respectively. 1 
Normalize the eigenvectors 
i : p+l,p+2 •.•.• n . 
y.. i : p.l, p+ 2, ... , n 
1 
so that yl.X.:: 1, 
1 1 
... 
7. Then the minimal realization of (C. A, 8) has order n-p and is given 
by (C. A. B) where: 
6 
C II C(x l'x ., •.. . • x) = p+ p+_ n 
A II diag(A 1'). ., •...• >.) (4) z p+ p+. n 




and the minimal realization of (C. A. B) is given by (C. A-BKC, B) . 
The above algorithm produces a minimal realization ,"hich in general has 
complex elements appearing in (C. A. B); the folloNing algorithm gi ves a 
minimal reali zation "'hich has only real elements appearing in (C. A. B) . 
Algorithm III (to Determine Real ~Iinimal Realization of (C. A, 8» 
Assume that steps 1 to 5 in the above algorithm have been carried out. 
-and assume that the ordering of the eigenvalues of A has been carried out so 
that: 
-{>.p+1·>.p+2·····>.n} = {>.p+l·>.p+2·····>.p+t; >.p+t+l·>.p+t+l·>.p+t+2·>.p+t+2···· 
•••• >' .r } p+t+q p+t+q (5) 
where). 1.·· .• >. t are all real eigenvalues. >. t I'>' t ~ •...• >. are p+ p+ p+ + p+ +_ p+t+q 
all compl ex eigenvalues and t+2q = n-p. Steps 6. 7 of the previous a lgorithm 
no\" become: 
6' For i = p+l. p+2 •...• p+t. let 
for i = p+t+l. p+t+2 •...• p+t+q. 
II Y i Y~ = -,--
1 y .x. 
1 1 
let .• ~ [a R () b I ( )] y . - -----2  c y. - -----2 ., m Y1· + 1 a +b 1 a +b-
a ~ Re'(y . )Rc(x.) + Im'(y . )Im(x . ) , 
1 1 1 1 
II b z Rc'(y.)Im(x . ) - Im'(x . )Re(x . ). 
1 1 1 1 
7 
r l ~ {x l.lt , •..•• x t: /jRC'{x t ),/:!lm(X t )),f2HC'(lt .,)'/i lm(x L .. p+ p+_ p+ p+ + p+ + p+t+_ p+t+:! 
..•• 121~e(x ),121m(x )} p+t+q p+t+q (6) 
r' A I y• y* y*. I2Re(y* ) f2Im(y* ) nRe( * ) n2lm( * ) 2 1 p+l' p+2····· p+t' p+t+l • p+t+l • - Yp+t+2' Yp+t+2 •.. . 




- A . A = block dlag A I.A 2····· A t' p+ p+ p+ 
" 
-Imp t 1), p+ + 
Im(Ap+ t + 1 )] 




Then the minimal realization of (C, A. B) has orde~ n-p and is given by (C, A. B) 
- A ~ A . 
where C = crl' D = r 2B, and the minimal realization of (C. A. B) is given by (C, A-BKe, B). 
Proof 
The proof of statements 7, 7' in the above algorithms follow directly by 
..., 
app'lying a Jordan decomposition to (C, A. B) and using the definition of fixed 
modes of (C, A, B), The details are omitted. 
Discussion 
In step 7' of algorithm II I. the matrices r I' r 2' A arc all real, so that 
the minimal realization (e. A. B) obtained contains only real clements . 
In steps 3-5 of algorithm I I and I I I. the calculation of the cigenvnlues 
and eigenvectors of a matrix with only distinct eigenvalues is required. It 
should be noted that man)' extremely effective nlgorithms exist to do this 
(e.g. the QR family of algorithms) am] are readily available (e.g. the EISPACK 
set of subroutines). It should aho he noted that the computation time required 
to carry out all steps of algorithm. 1 I only varies as ,,3 (the computation time 






. 4. NU"lI:IU CAL HAM" 1.1:5 
Example 
8 - REPRODUCIDILITY F THE ORIGINAL PAGE IS P R 
It is ~l<.'sirell to finll it state sp;u.:e minimal re'lli::ation of a huiler fllrn;In,' 
model 110] whose transfer function matrix is ~iv('n hy: 
I 0.7 0.3 . .fl':?] 
1+4s 1+5s l+Ss I+$s 
0.6 1 0.4 0.3 
1+55 1+4s 1+55 1+55 
G(s} = (9) 0.35 0.4 1.0 0.6 
1+55 l+Ss 1+45 1+55 
0.2 0.3 0.7 1.0 
1+55 I+Ss 1+55 1+45 





n1 = -0.·25n1 + 0.2Su1 n9 = -0.20n9 
+ 0.07u1 
• 
·n = -0.20n2 + 0.14u2 nlO = -0.20nlO + 
0.OSu2 2 . 
'I = -0.20'13 + 0.06u3 nU = -0.2S'IU 
+ 0.25u_ 
3 .) 
'I = 4 -0.20'14 + 0.04u4 
· '1 12 = -0.20n12 + 0.12u4 (l0) 




'I = -0.25'16 + 0.2Su2 '114 = -0.20'114 + 
0.06u2 6 
• • 
'I = -0.20'17 + 0.OSu3 'lIS = -0.20'115 + 
0.14u3 7 
• • 




+ '12 + '13 + '14 
Y2 = 'IS + '16 + '17 + 'IS 
Y3 • '19 + '110 + 'Ill + '1 12 
Y = 4 '1 13 + '1 14 + 'lIS + '1 16 




















!l - REPRO UC JIL • 0 I THE 
ORIG AL l!; 1" P R 
the following open loop ilnll clo~cll loop ciJ!t'nv"I\lc~ of (lO) wcrt' ohtailll'J 
(!'ct' Tuhlc 1) : 
Tnhle 1 Opcn anJ CloseJ Loop Eigenvalucs of (10) ,,,ith u : ~r 


























-0.343009 ± jO.057l05S 





*Fixed modes of (10) 
which implies that the fixed modes of (C,A,B) for (10) are given by {-O.2, -0.2, -0.2, 
-0.2, -0.2, -0.2, -0.2, -0.2}, and thus that the mfnimal reali zation of (10) 
has order 8. 
Remark 4 
It should be noted that the eigenvalues of the open loop and closed loop 
system corresponding to the fixed modes agree with each other to 15 signi-
ficant figures (using double precision arithmetic on an IBM 370 digital 
computer) . 
On applying algorithm III to the system (10), the minimal reali zation 
of (C, A, 8) is directly obtained and is given (truncated to 6 significnnt 
figures) in Table 2. The minimal realization of (C, A, 8) is then immediate-
ly obtained and is given in Table 3 (truncated to 6 significant figures). 
Remark 5 
It should be noted that the transfer function representation obtained 





It is ,",esirell to ,",etermine .if the system (10) is controll .. hh.'. In thjs 
• • 
.case, on app1)' ing the fce,",back u = K x to (10), where K is ~iV\.·n hy (arhi-
trari1y chosen): 
-0.368 -0.492 -0.452 -0.063 
0.256 -0.116 0.237 0.267 . 
-0.041 -0.433 -0 . 171 -0.022 
0.033 -0.062 0.133 -0.262 
-0.261 0.167 0.257 0.225 
-0.452 0.089 0.492 -0.140 
* 0.179 0.431 -0.134 -0.333 K = 0.180 0.347 -0.252 -0.013 
0.435 0.027 0.483 0.398 
-0.116 -0.408 0.223 0.410 
0.020 0.154 0.254 0.439 
0.331 0.064 0.152 0.405 
-0.465 0.202 -0.427 0.005 
-0.446 0.411 0.132 0.017 
0.030 0.263 0.385 0.160 
0.172 -0.237 -0.227 0.487 
!. ie following open loop and closed loop eigenvalues of (10) were obtained 
(Table 4): 
* Table 4 Open and Closed Loop Eigenvalues of (10) with u = K x 





























-0.227648 ± jO.072282 
0.166892 
-0.220722 ± jO.004844 
-0.212503 
*I:ixoo modes of (10) 
which implies that the fixed modes of (In,A,D) for (lU) ure given by {-0.2, -0.2, 




s. CONe IJIS J ONS 
A definition of central izcd fixed modc!ii of a linear, time- inv:lri:lllt 
multivariahlc !'ystem is lIl:lde. and an :llgorithm (al~urithm J) for clIJcuJat-
ing the fixed modes of a system is ~ivcn. The calculat iOIl of the fi xt'J 
modes only r('quires the calcuhtion of the eigenvalues of t\\'o n)(n matrices 
th for a n order system. It is then shown th<lt the determination of h'hether 
a system is controllable. observable, stabiliz<lhle, detectable etc. can be 
casily carried out in a numer.i.cally efficient way by calculating the cen-
tralized fixed modes of the system. A direct a"'rlication of fixeo modes 
of a system is thcn made to obtain an extremely efficient algorithm 
(algorithms II. Ill) for obtaining the minimal realization of a linear 
time invariant system. The algorithms have been successfully used on 
systems up to looth order. 
' . 
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An Algorithm for the Calculation of Translf!':~si (ln Zeros of 
the Syst<.:m (C,A.B,O) Using High fia!n 01aput Feedback 
by 
* t E.J. Davi$on , S.H. Wang 
ABSTRACT 
A new algorithm, which is an extension of algorithm II given in [1], is 
. 
given to determine the transmission zeros of the system x = Ax + Bu, Y = Cx + Du 
denoted by (C,A,B,D) . The algorithm is based on the observation that for 
nondcgenerate (C,A,B,D) systems, ~hc transmissi~n zeros of (C,A,B,D) 
contained in the finite eigenvalues of the closed loop syste~ matrix 
are 
I 
{A + BK(~ - DK)-IC} , where K is any arbitral/ matrix of full rank. p ".,r ~ ~ t" 
and p..... 
1. INTRODUCTIO~ 
This paper is ..:oncerned about the efficient calculation of the trans-
mission :~ros of the following linear. time-invariant systere denoted by " 
(C,A,8,O) : 
• 
x = Ax + Bu 
(1) 
Y • Cx + [lu 
\\'here x ( Rn is the state, u i. Rm is the input and y F. Rr is the output. 
It is not neces :;arily aS5~med ::hat (1) is controllahl(' or observable nor t :;a~ 
rank B = m • r~nk C = r neccssarily. 
In [1] - [3] the transmi s!'itJIl :cros of (1) \'el·'; defined to he the ~et 
of complex nu~bcrs l ~hich satisfy the folj~~ing inequality: 
!A-C).J rank 81 J < n + ll'Iin(r,r.I) o (2) 
Del)'e. of F.lectrical Engineering. 'hi'!c'\' :"lty of Toroll~('I, T(\)'Oi:to, C:madil, 
~' flcpt. of I,;l~ct!'i.:al t:nr,jlll·l'rill,.!. Un!v,' r : i tr (I~' Cu loraco, ~Otd,i 'r. Ce. 80l01· 
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of the greatest co~non divisor of all (n + min(r,mJ) x(n + min(r,m)) minors 
of [A:U :] Two algorithms for calculating the transmission zeros of 
(1) were given in [11 . The purpose of this paper is to give a new algorithm 
for finding the transm i ssion zeros of (1), wh i ch is an extension of algorithm 
.. 
II given in [11. 
2. OEVE LOP~IE :-JT 
The follow1ng definition is r equired in the development to fo1101": 
Oefini t i on [1] 
. (C,A,B,O) is degenerate if for any specified n+l distinr. ' real scalars 
). ~ , i = 1,2, ... ,n+l 
l. 
, the following is true : 
r 
* 
:] A- ).. I , rank l. + min(r,m) i 1,2, . . . ,n ... l (3) < n , = l C 
A s jste~ which is not deg0nerate is called a non-degenerate system . A degenerate 
syste~ has transmission :eros which include the whole complex plane . 
The following l emmas follow by observation: 
LE'mma 
Assume that (A-).J ) is nonsingular ; then 
[A-:I , :] [0 - C(A_>.I ) -I S] rank = n + rank (4 ) 
LC':nma 2 
_._-
Assume t he re exi sts a sC3lar ), E: [ so that: 
rank [A~U :] = n + min l r, l1l) 
then (C, .o\ ,a ,[)) is non-clegelh· r:lt c. 
Lem~a 3 
Given D E: rxm r. , ..... ith rJ:1L f..: ~ r·.La (r,m ) , th0n there 0x i s t s 
I 
(_T _ I)" ) J con s t ~ nt ~ . > 0 so th:lt I,! 
P 
----_._--------_._ ._-----------
* I'.fi houlJ bl' noteJ that an interc:aing ;IJ goritt In \-;}!ich i s quite Jitfen ;nt f rom 




The following lemma is required in the development to follow: 
Definition 
Given the polynomial equation in \: 
p-l. 9 . C(~p + L C. Al ) + E( L C.(E)A1) = 0 • q ~ p 
. 0 1 '. 0 1 1= 1= 
with real coefficients c.c .• e. with c I 0 such that: 
1 1 
(5) 
Cq (E) ~ o. rei (E) 1 < ~1. i = 1.2 •.••• q, V(. (. [0 .... ). let the roots of (5) b~ 
denoted by A . • j ,. 1.2 •...• 4. Let the roots of the polynomial equation in 
J 
be denoted by 
Lemma 4 [1) 
p-l . 
C(AP + L C.A l ) = 0 
i=O 1 
a . • 
J 
j = 1.2 •.• . • p. 
For any (0.6). 0 > O. 6" > O. there exists an (.*(6."6) > 0 so that 
WE ([O,f*). P roots of (5) suita~ly ordered. have the property that 
IAj - ojl < O. j = 1.2 •...• p and q - p roots of (5) suitably ordered. have 
the property that 11jl > ~. j = p+l.p+2 •... ,q. 
The folloh'ing lemma follows by observation from the definition of 
transmission zeros given in (2). 
Lemma 5 
Assume that (C,A,B,D) is nondcgenerate and that K (Rmxr has 
rank ~ = minCr,m) Th tm: 
(1) 
(2) 
If m > r for "almost all" j( 
I f r.l < r for" a 1 mo s tall " K 
the system (C,A,BK.DK) is nondegencrate. 
the system (~C.A.B,KD) is nondegenerate. 
i.c. , th~ clas s of K matrices in which the above statements are not true 
is either empty or lic~ on a h~persurfJce [~) in the parameter space of K 
Lemma 6 
mxl' 
Assume that (C,A,B,[)) is nonuegC'lIerate and th<lt K (R has r;}nK 
K = Jl1in(r,m). Then: 
(1) If m > 1', for "almost all K", th:: transmission 2'.cro s of (C,AtB,D) arlo! 
contained in the tr~nsmission :cros of (C,A,UK,DK). 
(2) If l' < Iil, for "almost all Kit, tI lt' t t" .: II..;mis!'ion zeros of (C,A,B.O ) ;Jl't' 
~ont~in\.:J in the transmission : ~' rus of (I\C,A.B,t\[)}. 
i.e .• the class of K matrices in whh:h the above statements are not trul.' is 
ei ther "OIpty or I j es on :l hypcl'surf:1cl' in th e· par,lIllctCT' spr.cc of K. 
- 4 -
Proof 
The proof of this result follows from lemma 5 on using the definition 
of transmission zeros given by (2). 
3. ~1AIN RESULTS 
The following initial result is obtained: 
Theorem 1 
Assume that (C,I\,B,O) is nondegenerate; then for "almost all" 
A £ II: , rank [O-C(A-Al)-lB]- = min(r,m), i.e. the class of ). which results 
in rank [O-C(A-AI)-lS] < min(r,m) or in (A-)'I) being ~ingular is either 
empty or lies on a hypersurface [2] in the parameter space A £ t. 
Proof 
The proof follo\~s directly from lemmas l, 2 on using identical arguments 
as used in the proof of theorems 1, 2 of [4]. 
Definition 
Given the system (I), let o(p) denote an eigenvalue of 
I ~t(p) ~ {A + BK(2: - OK) -lC} 
p 
where K £ Rmxr with rank K = min(r,m) and p £ R . Assume 
exists a scalar .\* € [ with the property that for any £ > 0 
now that there 
there exists 
o (d > 0 so that 10(0)-).*1 
' € 
Vp > P (<=) . then ).* is called a finite , 
eigenvaluc, of ~1(;» , 
Remark I 
From le:nma 3, the matrix ~I(p) in the above definition is \\'c11 defined 
if p is ~ufficientlr large. 
The follO\-;in& mu in result 1S now obtaincd: 
Theorcm 2 (IIi &h Ga it, Output Feedback Theorem) 
Given the nOlluegeilero.tc system (C,A,B,D), let K ( Rmxr be an arbitrilry 
matrix with rank 
I 
of {A + BK C...2: -
' p 
K = min(r,mj. 
as 
Then if m '" r, the finite eigcnvalu(~s 
coincide \\'ith the transmission :cros 
4 to • 
- 5 -
of (C,A,B,O): if m 'I- r then for "almost all" K, the transmission zeros 
I 
of (C,A,B.O) are contained in the finite eigenvalues of {A + BK(pr - OK)-lC}. 
i.e. the class of K matrices in which the above statement is not true is 
either empty or lies on a hypersurfurce in the parameter space of K. 
Remark 2 
This theorem is an extension of theorem 8 of [1] and is a generalization 
of the classical result for single-input. single-output systems. in which it 
is well known that for high gain output feedback. the poles of the closed loop 
system approach the zeros of the system. 
I roof 
.The proof of this result fo11O\O/s very closely the .proof of theorem 8 
in [1]. In particular following [1]. assume with no loss of generality 
(theorem 7 [1]). that (A,B) is controllable and that (A,B) is in Brunosky's 
canonical form. 
of (A.B) ,\' ith 
Let 
IT. 




ni = n. Let C = (C1.C2 •...• Cm) be the output matrix 
(not necessarily unique) which results from transforming ,A.B) A r ni 
into this 
rICl 
and O. £ R • 
1 canonical form and let O. (Ol.02 ••..• 0m) where Ci £ R 
Then the transmjssion zeros of (C,A,B.O) arc given by the set {A} which 
satisfy the condition 
[A-.U, B] rank < n + minCr.m) C , [) 
which after substitution and simplification may be written as 
rank rCA) < min(r,m) 
",here 
(6) 
r (A) A f(c).D) ) ~ ·1' (C., .0.,) 1 , ... , (C ,0) 1 (7) m m 




I AssuOlC' no\'/ that m = rand t.hnt n i s sufficiently large so that 
(2 _ UK) is 110ns;II~1I1ar (lemma 3: . CUIl . ;i lkr tht' eigcnvalll" ~ IJf the m3trix 
P J 
tol(p) ~ {A + BKC.2: - 1lt,)-l C} ; they arc dvcn by the solution for .\ of tlu.' 
jJ -
followil1g equat ion: 




which can be simplified to the following equation (see Appendix 1): 
n1 n2 . nm det {p K r(~) - diag(~ .~ ••••• ~ )} = 0 (9) 
and on expanding the determinant of the left hand side of (9). the following 
is obtained: 
n-1 
pm det [K r(~)] + {~n + L 
i=O 
i 
c. (p) ~ } = 0 
1 
where the coefficients ci(p) have the property that 
1 · c;(n) 1m ~ = 0 i 0 1 1 p_ m • = " •.• ,n- • 
p 
Since K is nonsingular, (10) may be written as: 
det [rcA)] + _~1_ 
pmdet K 
n-1 . 
{~n + L c.(p)A1 } =. O. 
i=O 1 




det [rCA)] is a nonzero polynomial in ). and hence from lemma 4, it follows 
that the finite eigenvalues of the matrix M(p) are given by the solution 
of the equation: 
det [rcA)] = 0 (13) 
for A. This means, from (6), that the finite eigenvalues of the matrix 
M(p) are equal to the transmission zeros of (C,A,B,D) for the case m = r. 
The proof of the case m ~ r fol101>s directly from this result on using 
4. AN ALGOR lTl 1:·1 FOR FI~OI~G Tr-AXSmSS [0\ :EROS Or- A SYSTEM 
Tileorems I, 2 form the basis of a nc\, algorithm for finding transmi. ss ion 
zeros of (1). The follOldng algorithm is obtained from theorem 1. 
Algorithm to Uctcrminc if (C,AtB,D) is ~on-degenerate 
1. Choose an arbitrary real), * (by using a p ~. clldo-random nun;bcr generator 
say) so that II}'·I 1\; 1\ All) n • so t ha t (A - A * 1 ) . n i.s nonsingular. 
This \\'ill be true for "almost all" A* chosen. 
-1 -1 
u 
2. Calculate rank (0 - C(A-A*!) B). If rank (0 - C(A-A*I) B) = min(r,m), 
the s),stcm (C,A,B,Ii) is nondegener:ltej if rank (0 - C(A_':"*I)-I B) < min(r,m), 
then (C, J\,B,IJ) is "almost always" dc!'~ncratl' . i.e. (C,A,B,D) cnn OIl!Y be 
nondc gull' t:.tc provided )'. lies 011 a hypel' =,llrl':1Ce in the parameter sl':lce 





3. If in doubt as to whether (C,A,B,D) is degenerate, repeat step 2 using 
a different real A* ; if rank (D - C(A-A*I) -lB) < min(r,m) for 
miner,m)+ 1 distinct real values of A* , the system (C,A,B,D) is 
degenerate. 
The following algorithm follows from theorem 2. In this algorithm, it 
is assumed that (C,A,B,D) is nondegenerate, but it is not necessarily assumed 
that (C,A,B) is controllable or observable or that rank B = m, rank C = r 
or that m '"' r. 
Algorithm to Find Transmission Zeros of a ~ondegenerate (C,A,B,D) System 
1. 
2. 
Choose an arbitrary matrix K (Rmxr (by using a pseudo r ,>.ndom number 
generator say) so that rank K = min(r,m). 
Calculate the eigenvalues of the matrix 
* 
for 
large IS (e.g. p = 10 ); then if m = r, the transmission ~e~cs of 
(C,A.B,D) are equal to the finite eigenvalues of ~1(p), and if m # 'c, 
then for "almost all" K, the transmission. :eros .of (C,A,B,D) lire 
contained in the finite eigenvalues of ~1(p). 
3. If in doubt as to ~hat the finite eigenvalues are, repeat steps 1, ~ 
with a different K and different p (e.g. p = 1016). 
Remark :5 
In case the condition m = r is not satisfied, those finite eigen-
values of N(p) ~hich do not satisfy (2) should be discarded; the remaining 
finite eigenvalues are then the transmission :eros of the system. 
Remark 4 
Note that it is not necessary to actually calculate the rank of matrices 
in the above algorithms, c.g. let :~ 6 (iJ - C(A-X*1)-13) - then if r ~ m, 
rank ~ = r if and only if ~~, is nonsingu)nr, and if r > m, rank ~ : m 
if ~nd only if ~tN is ~onsingular. 
-:-*---------------------------_. 
Morc precisel)', p • lOIS nJLAJL I~ I~cre, it i~ a~sUl'led that dOllhlc precisjon 
arithmetjc is used ,'lith this value of., . If :" in ~ ll' pn:> cision arith::: :.:t i c is 
used, a sm:lI ~er value of p is suggested, "3Y I) = 108• to minimize the effect 
of rounding errors in the dip-ita) C"omputer, 
- 8 -
Remark 5 
Note th~t many effective algor ithms exist to filld the eigenvalues of 
a matrix [e.g. the QR family of algorithms); because of the large value of 
p occurr :~ng in ~I(p). it is essential however that balancing techniques (7) 
be used ill finding the eigenvalues of the matrix ~(p) to prevent problems 
of ill-conditioning arising in the eigenvalue calculation. ~ost existing 
eigenvalu(~ s packages have this feature (e.g. the EISPACI< set of subroutines). 
~--
S· NUl-IERICAL EXA}rPLE 
It is desired to) find the transmission zeros of (C,A,B,D) where: 
0 1 0 0 0 a 0 0 
0 a 1 a 0 0 a 0 
a I) 0 0 a 0 1 P A .. , B .. 
0 0 0 0 1 a 0 
0 0 . 0 0 0 1 Q 0 
a a 0 a 0 a 0 i 
Ih this c~se, it is observed that 
of X* = 2.17 (arb i traril y .:: I - , . ' :_ .k II 
system is nondcgenerate. On appl ying the 
c - [~ ~]. D-[~ 1 a 0 0 b a 1 -i 
r = m = 2 and th at for a choice 
D-C (A- X*I)-1 S1 = 2, so that the 
al gorithm of the previous 
I 
~l 
section, the following ei f:, l:IlValues of {A + BK(_r - DK)-lC} p wer e ob t ained , 
for the case K : = [~ ~} on an It.i 370 digital comp ~ ter using double precision 
arithmetic; tha eigenvalue al~otithm us ed was a QR algorithm with bal ancing 












0.3411639019 ± j 1.161541399 
-0.6823278038 
-0.4999999949 ± j 0 .1000000004 x 105 
0.9999999999 
0.3411639019 ! jl.161541399 
. 
-0.6823278038 
-0.4999999999 ± jO.1000000000 x 107 
0.9999999999 
0.3411639019 ± j 1.161541399 
* -0.6823278038 
-0.4999999999 ... jO.1000000000 x 108 
-
*f1nite eigenvalues of A + B:~(.!. - OK) -IC p 
• 
In this case, it can be se~n that the transmission zeros of (C,A,B,D) 
are given by (to 10 significant figures): 1.000000000, 
0.3411639019 ± j1.161541399, -0.6823 278038. The transmission :cros obta ined 
in this C3SC agree with the exact v a l uc ~ (gi\cn by the solution of 
(A-l)(A 3+A+l) ~ 0) to at least 12 significant figures. 
6. CO~CLUS IO~S 
This paper has shown that for a gencra l linear multivariable system 
described by (I), the polcs of the closed loop s), s tem appr~ach the trans-
mission zero~ of the system I,hen high gain outpt; t feedback is used (theorcm ~). 
TIlis result has formed the basis of a nel. :JIgeorithm for the numcrical 
calcul:Jtion of thc transmission zeros uf a ~uner:JI system. In the proposed 
algorithm, the typical computation time/stor:Jge space required corresponds 
to that of finding the eigenvalues of a s illgle n ·x n matrix. I~here n is 
the order of the s}'stem. The :JI!!orithm ha$ becn successfully used on systems 
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APPENDIX 1 
Simplification ?J Equation (8) 
It is Jcsired to show that (3) can be simplified to (9). It is assumed n .xn. 
that :!l = r nnd that (I - DKp). K are nonsingular matrices, r 
Let A. " R 1 1 
1 
n . 
b. c R 1 i = 1.2, ...• m. ® be defined as fol!O\vs: 
~ l 0 I 0 ••• 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ... 0 ~ 0 A. b. 
1 . . . 1 
000 1 l 0 000 0 1 
ThclI (8) can he written as: 
dct [A + BKp(I
r 
- OKp)-l C - ~I] = 0 
which can bc writtcn as: 
dct[blOck diag(A l - AI •• • •• "m - Al) 
+ block diag(b1 ••. ·,h ) Jl] : II r.1 
• 





which can be writ/ten as: n
1 
n 
det -diag(~ •. • . '~lm) + 
block diag [ ~ 
Equation 
or as 
n~ -l ~ 1 
J ••• J 
n·-1 
A m 
-1 -1 . 1 m 
(Sa) now, can be written as:
n 
n 
det (p K -D)·-dug(). , ... ,~ )+ 
+ C block diag 
1 
). 
n·-1 ~ 1 






dct [p K rCA) - diag(~ 1 ••.. ,A RI)1 = 0 
which is the desired result. 
(4a) 
I = 0 (Sa) 
= 0 (6a) 
(7a) 
, ... , 
(93) 
.. dO • $ 
• 
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ABSTRACT 
Edward J. Davison 
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To ronto M SA lA4 Canada 
This paper considers the problem of observing a set of linear functionals of 
states for systems with unmeasurable disturbances. A transfe r function approach 
is adopted to characterize the set of observers for a given system. The result 
also has direct application to state estimation in decentralized control systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of observing the state of a linear time-invariant multivariable 
system has been investigated by Luenberger in his early papers [lJ. [2J. Luen-
berger has considered the design of minimal-order observers which estimate the 
whole state as well as the minimal-order observers which only estimate a given 
linear functional of the state. The problem of constructing a minimal-order 
observer which observes a given set of linear functionals of the state has been 
investigated in [3J - [6J. In (7) - [9J . diCCerent approaches are used to construct 
observers which can estimate the states of systems with unmeasurable disturbances. 
This paper considers the general problem of observing a given set of linear 
functionals of the state (or systems with unmeasurable disturbances. In section II. 
a transfer function approach is adopted to characterize observers for a given 
system see (10) [l1J. In Section III, it is shown that based on this transfer function 
characterization. one can then apply the minimization algorithm in [11) - (15 J to 
obtain a lower bound for the order of dynamic observers required. For relatively 
low order systems. one can usually construct such observers with arbitrary poles 
q 
• • 4 • c ~ 
, 
I 
without difficulty. However, the general problem of constructing minimal-order 
observers with arbitrary poles for systems with unmeasurable disturbances has 
not been fully resolved. In (6) Tarski's decision method has been applied to the 
design of minimal-or.der observers. For more details. see (16) ,[17]. The 
result in thi s paper also has direct application to state estimation in decentralized 
control systems (18). 
II. A TRANSFER FUNCTION CHARACTERIZATION OF OBSERVERS 
In this section we adopt the transfer function approach to the design of 
dynamic observers. This approach has been used by Retallack [10]. In the 
following, Theorem 1 gives a complete characterization of dynamic observers 
whit: h observes a specified set of linear functionals of the state in terms of 
transfer function matrices for systems with unmeasurable inputs. 
Theorem I 
Consider a completely controllable linear system specified by 
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (1) 
y(t) = Cx(t) (2) 
where u(t) c Rm is the input, x(t) c Rn is the state, y(t) c RP is the output and A , 
Band C are real constant matrices of appropriate size. 
Let fI. = diag [A..} be a mxm diagonal matrix with A., = 1 if u, (t) is measurable 
11 11 1 
and). ,. = 0 if u ,(t) is unmeasurable. Define u(t) = hu(t). 
11 1 
Consider another linear system with inputs u(t) C Rm and y(U c RP . am output 
· -zIt) = Fz(t) + Gu(t) + Jy(t) (3) 
w~t) = Lz(t) + Mu(t) + Ny(t) (4) 
n' 
where z(t) C rt is the state, and F, G, J, L, M and N are real matrices of 
appropriate size, and the pair (L,F) is completely observable. (See Figure 1). 
Let K be an arbitrary real matrix of size qxn. Then the 
following two conditions are equivalent. 
(I) n n' There exists a real number y > 0 and a map g: R x R ... [0 .• ) with 
n n' g(O.O) = 0, such that Yx(o) c R z(o) c R , and for any piecewise 
continuous control u: [0,.) ... Rm , we have 
Ilw(t) - Kx(t)1l s g(x(O), z(O» x exp (-yt) Yt ~ O. 
( II) The transfer function from u to w is equal to 
(5) 
where 
HI(s, t:t8 ! },:I!I_ J 
HZ(s) = L(sl - F)-l [J :GJ + [N :M] 
and 
Re ).(F) s -y 
Re ).(F) < -y 
if ). (F) is a simple root of the minimal polynomial 
of F 




Theorem 1 states that the class of linear multivariable systems with proper 
rational transfer functions, whose outputs w(t) asymptotically approach Kx(t) 
as t... . is characterized by the conditions of (II). 
In order to prove Theorem 1. we first state the following lemma. 
Lemma I 
Consider a completely observable system specified by 
x(t) = Ax(t) 
y(t) = Cx(t) 
where x(t) C Rn is the state, y(t) c RP is the output. and A, C are real constant 
matrices of appropriate size. The following two conditions are equivabnt: 
(i) There exists a function g: Rn .. [O,CII) with g(O) = O. and a real number 
(ii) 
v > O. such that 
IIc exp (At). x II s g (x ) exp (-Vt). Yx eRn, Yt:i! O. 
00 0 
Re X(A) s-y 
Re ). (A) < -V 
if ~(A) is a simple root ·,f the minimal polynombal 
of A, 
if ~(A) is a multiple root of the minimal polynomial 
of A. 
The simple proof of Lemma I is omitted. 
Proof of Theorem I 
(I) • (II) 
Let x(O) = 0 and ~(O) :' 0, the" for .any input u(.), we have w(t) .: Kx(t). 
-1 
Hence the transfer function from u to W Hi equal to K(sl - A) B. On setting 
x(O) = 0 and u(t) :: 0 Vt :i! O. 
.. 
then 
wit) = L exp !Ft) z(O) 
and 
x(t) = 0 Yt ~ O. 
Hence 
II wit) :: = II L exp (Ft)x{O)ll ~ g (0. z(O)) exp (-yt), Yt ~ O. 
n' Since (L, F) is completely observable and z(O) t R is arbitrary, thellfrom 
L emma 1 the result follows. 
(Il)~(I) 
Let x l O) = 0 and z (O) = O. Then since the transfer function from u to w 
-1 is K(sI - A) B, we have 
o = w(t) - Kx{t) n ~ O. (6) 
From (4), (6), and ~ = /lu. 
o = Lz{t) + M Au :t) + (NC - K) x{t) . ( 7) 
Assume that u ( . ) has a discontinuity at time t and that both X(·) and z ( . ) are 
continuous functions at time t. In order to satisfy (7) M A must be a zero 
matrix . 
Taking derivatives of (7). 
o = LF zit) + [LG.~. + NCB - KB] u(t) + [LJC + NCA - KA]x(t) (8) 
Using the same arguments as above, we conclude that the matrix [LGA+ NCB - KB] =-
O. Continuing this process. we have 




where Wi = NC - K, W 2 = LJC + NCA - KA, etc, 
where 
Eq. :9) can be written as 
Qz(t) = Wx(t) 
Q = L 
LF 
and W = -
WI 
n 
From the observability property of (L, F),the matrix QTQ is nonsingular. 
Hence from (10), there follows 
T -1 T 
z(t) = (Q Q) Q Wx(t) 
= Tx(t), Yt ~ 0, 
Next we calculate 
(10) 
(11) 
d dt [z It) - Tx(t)] = F[z(t) - Tx(t)] + [JC - TA + FT]x(t) + [GP. - TB]u (t) (12) 
Assume that x(O) = 0 and z(O) = 0, from (11) and (12) , 
pc - TA + FT ]x(t) + [Gi\ - TB ]u(t) = 0 1ft ~ O. 
Ii u(.) has a discontinuity at t, x(.) is a continuous function at time t, hence 
[GA - TB] = O. Furthermore, from the controllability property of (A, B), 
x(t) C ~n can be any vector at time t> O. Therefore (JC - TA + FT] = O. From 
(12), there follows 
6 
F u 
d dt [z(t) - Tx(t)] = F[z(t) - Tx(t)] (13) 
for any x(O), z(O), u(.) and t ~ O. 
Consider the following, 
wet) - Kx(t) = Lz(t) + NCx(t) - Kx(t) 
= L[z(t) - Tx(t)] + [LT + NC - K]x(t) 
= L· exp(Ft) [z(O) - Tx(O)] + [LT + NC - Klx(t). (14) 
From zero initial conditions x(O) = 0 and z(O) = 0, we know that 
wet) - Kx(t) = 0 Yt ~ O. Then from the controllability property of (A, B), it 
follows that LT + NC - K = O. Hence from (14), there exists a function 
n n' g: R x R ... [0,111) with g(O,O) = 0 such that 
/lw(t) - Kx(t)1I = ilL exp(Ft) [z(O) - Tx(O)lll s g (x(O), z(O» exp (-yt), 
n n' for all x(O) E: R , z(O) t Rand u(. ), and t ~ 0, where y is as specified in 
condition (II) of Theorem 1. Q. E. D. 
Remark: Part of the above proof was motivated by results in [4). 
III. LOWER BOUND ON THE URDER OF OBSER VERS 
The minimizc.:1:ion algorithm in [ll) - [151 solves the following problem: let 
pes) and O(s) be given proper rational matrices of appropriate size: how does 
one find a proper rational matrix H(s), (assuming it exists). which satisfies the 
following equation 
P(s)H(s) = O(s) 
such that H(s) is of least possible order (McMillan degree)? 
In the following, we will apply the minimization algorithm to find a lower 
bound on the order of a dynamic observer which is required to estimate a 
7 
specified set of linear funchonals of the state of systems with unmeasurable 
inputs. 
From (5), we have 
-1 C(sl - A) B 
-1 
= K (sl - A) B (5' ) 
where C(sI - A)-lB is the transfer function of the given system in (1) and (Z), 
H (s) is the transfer function of a dynamic system whose output tends to Kx(t). Z 
It is clear that if we take transpose of (5'), 
(15 ) 
we can apply the minimiz:ttion algorithm to the above equation to construct the 
set of solutions H~(S) of least McMillan degree. Moreover, as pointed out in 
[11J, [1ZJ the set of observability indices of all minimal-order solutions HZ(s) 
are equal. Since the solutions HZ( s) constructed by the minimization algorithm 
may not be stable only a lower b oond on the order of the dynamic observer 
required is in general obtained. In the special case, how'!ver, when q = 1 or 
p = 1, one can l'ederive from (15) previous results on minimal-order observers 
[lJ - [4 J. For the general case q> 1 and p> 1, the problem of finding minimal-
order dynamic observers with arbitrary pole locations is not yet fully resolved. 
As indicated in [6 J, Tarski' s decision method seems to be suitable fo r this das s 
of problems. For more details, see (16J, [17J. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper a new characterization of dynamic observers in terms of transfer 
function matrices is given and a lower bound on the order of the dynamic observer 
4 de • 
required is derived. The result in this paper has direct application to state 
estimation in decentralized control systems [18]. 
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ABSTRACT 
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This paper considers the problem of stabilizing a linear time-invariant 
multivariable system by using local feedback controllers and some limited 
information exchange among local stations. The problem of achieving a given 
degree of stability with minimum transmission cost is solved. 
1. Introduction 
When control theory is applied to solve problems of large systems, 
e.g., electric power systems. socioeconomic systems, etc., an important 
feature called decentralization often arises. Such systems have several 
local control stations; at each station, the controller observes only local 
system outputs and controls only local inputs. All the controllers are 
involved, however, in controlling the same large system. It is obviously 
important to know under what conditions there exists a set of appropriate 
local feedback control laws that will stabilize the complete system. Several 
different versions of this problem have been formulated and examined in 
[1]. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of local output 
feedback control laws with dynamic compensation to stabilize a given system 
is given in [2]. This condition is stated in terms of a new notion, called 
"fixed modes" of a decentralized control system. 1 f some clement of the 
set of fixed modes is unstable, then the system cannot be stabilized via 
local controllers only. Some transmission of output information among local 
This work has been supported by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, Langley Research Center under Grant No. NSG. 1213 and the 
National Research Council of Canada, under Grant No. A4396. 
• w, •• 
stations is necessary. An algorithm which minimizes the amount of trans-
mission cost is ~iVl'\I in Section 4. Section 2 defines the prohlem and 
Section 3 swnmari:es some previous results. All example is given in 
Section 5. 
2. Problem Statcmcnt 
Consider a linl'~lr time-invariant multivariahle system '''ith v local 
control stations uc~C\'ibcd by 
w'wre x(t)e: Rn 
v 
)( ( t) = Ax ( t) + i ~ 1 B. u. (t) 
1 1 
f . (tl = C.x(t), 
1 1 
(i = 1, ... ,v), 
m· 
is the stlte, u. (t)e: R 1 
1 
p. 
and y . (t)c R 1 are thc input 
1 
anu output, respectJvely, of the ith local control station (i = 1, . .. ,v). 





appropriate size. rill! prohlem is to find v local output feeuback contro l 
la,,,s with dynamic clllI"pensation in order to stabilize the whole system. The 
set of 10·:al fecllhack laws are assumed to be generated by thc follo'~ing 
feedback ;ontroller~: 
i.(t) = S.z.(t) • R.y . (t) 
11111 
u . (t) = Q. z. (t) + K.y . (t) + v. (t), 
11111 1 




wl\l!re z . (ti C n L 
I 
m. 
i :: the state of the jth fecJhad~ controller, v. (t)c It 1 
l 
is thc itl! local l.'xl·I' rnal input, and S. , IL, Q., :IIILI K. an' rcal constant 
1 I I I 
matriccs of apprllpriate sizc. Equation (2) CUll he written lUore compactly 




z(t) = Sz(t) • Ry(t) 
u(t) = Qz(t) + Ky(t) + vet). 
S ~ block t\ja~ (SI •...• S) 
It ~ hlock di~l~ 11~1' •••• n) 
Q ~ blod diag IQl ••••• Q) 
K ~ block diag [K1 •.•.• K
v
] 
T /). T T 
! (t) = [zi (t) "v (t)] 
yT(t) ~ [ylT(t) Yv"(t)] 
UT(t) ~ [ulTCt) uvT(t)] 
T /). l' T 





When the feedback control law generated by (3) is npplied to syste1n (1). 
the closed-loop system is descrihed hy 
L'(tll [A BQ l 
.- j" B I + RKC X(tl1 
Z (t) I = I + vCt). S I I I RC 
-' 
z(t) L 0 ~ 
(5 ) 
where C1 ~ PI 




v Cv f 1\ 
The set of local Feedback control laws of (3) is t v bl' chosen so th3t 
the overall system (5) js asymptotically stable. (i.e., alJ poles ~f system 
(5) are in the open left-half complex plane C-). This Ihel) is the probl~m of 
stabilizing :1 decentralized control ~ystem via 10':111 Olllput feedhack with 
dynamic compensation. 
4 
3. Solution to tit,,· Stnhili:t:ltion Problem . 
The following (h~finitions are requir£'d to state the necessary and 
~uffich.'nt condi tin" for the existence of solutions to the stabilization 
problem. 
D\!finition 1 
Consider the t'ri.ple (C,A,S) E RPxn X I{nxn X Rnxm and the two ~ets of 
integers m1,··· .lnv and PI'··· 'Pv 
v 
m = E. 1m. 1= 1 and p 
v 
= 1:. IP, 1= 1 
\vhich specifics syr-;tem (1). Let K be the set of block diagonal matrices 
as follolvs: 
}(= block dia" lK "'K] ~ I I V I 
m. xp. 
~ . £R 1 I, i = 1,''',vL 
1 
Theil tlv.! greate~t C0 I1'"0n divisor of thc set of characteri.,;tic polynomials 
of (A + 11KC) I for nil K £.CC I is called the fixed polynomial of the triple 
(C, \,8) ,.ith re~rect to J.(, denoted by IJI(A;C,A,B,.fl:), i .c., 
t(A;C,~,R,k) = gcd{det(AJ - A - BKC)J. 
Kcl{ 
(7) 
Comlllent: 1110 hlDp ~ · n;C,A.B,·) :j("gcd{det (AI - A - 8KC)} is well dcfined 
KEY 
f(' r any ';uhsetP: ':- 1 ~ !1 I :<P anti not just for the set j( of hlock diagonal matrices 
jn (7). 
I,c fin i t j 1111 2 
For n given t)'ir1e (e,A,B) £ ItPXIl X Hnxn X ~nxlII amI the given set}{ of 
5 
block diagonal matrices in (7), the set of fixed anodes of (C,A,8) with respect 
toJ<. is llefjncli a!i follows: 
A(C,A,8,k) K nOlA + BKCI 
K£}( 
wherc of A + UKC\ denotes the set of ci~cnvaJlIes 01" (A + 'iKC). 1:4l1jvilJcntly, 
A(C,A,B,XI can he defined as follows: 
A ( C, A , " ,)0 = {A I A£ C and 'II (A; C, A, B ,k) = O} • 
Theorem I (2) 
Consider the givcn system (C,A,B) of (1), with B aliJ C definc,l in (6). 
Let 1<. be the set of block diagonal matrices defined in (7). Then a nec-
essary and sufficient conJition for the existence of a set of local fee,lback 
control laws (3) such that the closed-loop system (5) js asymptoti~ally 
stable is that 
A(C,A,R,X) c C 
where C denotes the open left-hal f complex plan~. 
Corollary 1 (2) 
Under the samc assumptions as in Theorem 1, the nl!.:cssarr and !iuffic-
ient condition fot the existence of a set of local feclhack control laws 
in (3), such that all polcs of the closed-loop system of (5) are in S 
is that 
A(C,A,8,K) c S 
where S is any noncrnpty symmetric open subset on the con,plcx plane C(i .e., 
if A £ S thcn its complex conjugate ),* £ S). 
For the proof of theorcm I and somc furth~r dctai i !' , plcase rl.!fer to 
[2] • 
4. ~inimum Transmission Cost 
In the previous sections, the problen, of stul>i liZlllg 11 linear systen, 
via local output fecdbuck is invcstigatcd. In case that a givcn system 
cannot be stubi lizcd vi:l local output feedback th~n it i :. necessary to t ransmi t 
some observations of local system outputs to other cont Nl stat ions in 
order to stahilize the whole system. It is natural to iI~~lIiRC that ther\! 
is a cert~\n amount of tr:tnsmission cost. say r.t . . > () • of tr.'r.smitting 1J 
.1 scal.lr tim~ function t'rulII statioll i to station j p~T unit tillll' . 
The prohlem is to Jl'si!-:II a control scheme which stahili z ~ .1 givell ·./stehl 
with minimum transmission cost. 
Consider the following set of matrices 
K(Pij.i.j=I.···.Vl • {KIK • block(Kij ] 
!J. [_~I!.::._.~~~J 
=: • _: _ J __ ~ .. :-
K I • . • K '" , I" 
rank K . . = p .. } 
1 J IJ 
m.xp . 
• K •• £: R 1 J 
lJ 
The set of matrices Fe d~fined above corresponds to the s et of constant 
output feedback laws u" Ky. Each feedback law u = K)' consists of a set 
which require; the trollsmiss i oll of :t 
time function with p .. components from station j to s tation i. The lJ 
total transmission cost required for the implenaentat iOIl of 
K£:J((P ..• i.j .. l ..... V) is 1J 







p . . 0. .. 
lJ J 1 
(8) 
Hence the rrobl~m is to find a set of integers Pj )" 0 < D .. < lIIin (m . • p . ) 1 J - 1) 
in order to minimize 
C (p .. . i j=l ..... v) 1 J • 
subject to II(C.A.8.I«(Pij,i.j.l ..... V»C c: 
For a given set of p .. (i.ja.l ... ;. v). the conJition of (9) cun he 
1J 




the product L . . M .. t where I .. . is of size m.xp .. and :·1 . . is of size 1J lJ I J 1 1; I J 
p .. x p. Let {>'u···· ·~o} he the 1J J set of e i gellY:) 1 lies "f i\ with I.onnc gat i VI! 
real part!;. Then condition (9) is satisfied if LIIlt! old y if 
IT Jctp . . 1 - A - S[block{l. . . M . . J Ie) 
1 lJ 1 J (10) 
idu , ... ,IS} 
is not i \\cnt i COl 11 y :\.'ro. 
Remark 
The above condition implies that all unstable eigenvalue~ of A have been 
shifted by the applicatiOllof feedback u = [blockfL . . M .. } ] y, i. e., none of unstable 
'-J 1J 
eigenvalues of A is a fixed mode. 
Since there is only a finite number of possihiliti\.;s Ln choo ~ jTlg ~ .. 's, 1.1 
the minimization problem of (9) can be solved in :1 fillite number (If stl'pS. 
Once the set (p . .• i,j=l. .... v) is determined, tl e acclI<.JI const r udion 
11 
of dynamjc compens:1tors is basically the same as i n t il pNof of Thcor(.m 1. 
5. Example 
Conside r the following system with two control stations, 
0 0 0 1 0- [ 1- 0 1 Xl r~1 ul + I I 0 0 0 0 I Z 0 IUz Xz = Xz + u1 j 
x3 0 0 -Z lX3 _ 0 0 1 J 
I [0 0 1] I Yl = [I Xz x3 
[:n [: 0 :] Xl = 1 Xz 
x3 
8 
[-- f11 where :~ jand y: are the input and output at station I; u~ and ~::}re the input 
and output ~t station 2. Assume that the transmission cost 0'11 = 0'22 = 0, 
0'12 :: 1 and 0' 21 = 2. 
In order to minimize the transmission cost, first consider the decent-
ralized feedback 
'<'(Pn = 1, P12 = ~21 = 0, P22 = 1) 
r kll 0 0 I 
Fl tK I 
I 
K = k21 0 0 
I 
, kn' k l1 , k 32 , k33 € = I 
0 k32 k33.J J I-
With th; :\::~: ~ :t,:: :t:~ :.o::es ponding fiX! :e:Ol;nomi~1 of (~~;S r 
kll,k2l,k3l,k33tR -k32 -k33 AtiJ r 
j 
= A. 
This shows that with local feedback, the re is a fixed mode at the origin. 
Hence the system can not be stabilized by local feedback. Now cons ide r the 
case in which we transmit the output at station 1 to st.,+-: nn 2. The corresponding 
transmission cost is 
• 
And the set of feedback matrices is 
. 
9 
kll 0 0 
K I K = = kZI 0 0 , kU' k Zl ' k 31 , k 3Z ' k33 € R 
k31 k 3Z k33 
It can be shown that with respect to the above set of 'C, the fixed 
polynomial of (C,A, B) is A. Hence, again the system can not be stabilized 
even with transmission of output from station I to station 2. 
Next consider transmitting a single linear combination of the output 
• 
at station Z to station 1. The transmission cost is 
The corresponding set of feedback matrices is 
= K K = 
The additional rank constraint on the matrix can be 
expressed as 
where 131, B2 , y I and Y2 are arbitrary real numbers. 
The corresponding fixed polynominal is 
r A - ~ Y 1 -SlY 2 -kll 
g. c. d. 1 det -S 2 Y I A - S2 y 2 -kZ1 = I 
S. y ., 
-k32 -k33 A+2 1 1 
k . . 's L 1) 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
Hence there is no fixed mode in the system. By choosing f1=~2 = kll = 1, 
y 1 = k 21 :: ~~33 = 0, and y 2 = k32 = -1, the resulting system characteristic 
polynomial is ). 3 + 3). 2 + 3). + 1. Hence all three system poles have been 
assigned at -1. • 
6. ConcI us ions 
In this puper, the prohlem of stabilizing a large scale dcccntralized 
s ystem via local controllers and with minimum transmission cost for information 
cxchange among I ncal ~tations is discusscd. Clcarl}', a more effh:ient 
algorithm is rcqu ircd if one would like to apply this method to practical 
design problems. S~veral related publications arc includcd in the reference. 
The all thors NOIIl J Ii kc to thank Professor I~. ~1. Ivonham and Dr. K. C. Chu 
for the suggesti >lIl of this topic. 
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